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National Portfolio of Approximately 27,000 MW

•
•
•
•

Geographically diversified portfolio: Scale in three most competitive power markets in America
Largest operator of combined heat and power (cogeneration) technology in America
Largest geothermal power producer in America
Featuring one of smallest environmental footprints in America’s power generation sector
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Intro

• California has been tough for merchants
• Renewables impact the market, but
• Poor merchant market at least as much attributable to poor market design and regulatory
interventions as renewables
• Policy-induced oversupply ensures that spot markets never send an investment signal
• No market-based investment
• Existing resources struggle to cover costs
• Notwithstanding the fact that California is not a “real” market, it provides useful insight
into market design issues associated with higher penetrations of renewables
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California OOM procurement—all new resources get long-term
contracts, existing merchant resources relegated to spot market
ghetto
California Central Planning Has Guaranteed Excess Capacity
• CPUC determines need for new resources with a 10-year
forward look
• Makes assumption that existing resources will continue to
operate if they are covering “Going Forward Costs”
• As capacity deficiencies emerge, CPUC authorizes long term
contracting of new resources by IOUs through discriminatory
RFPs

Conventional generation under LTPP
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Generous Net Energy Metering (NEM) Rules Have
Led To Significant Penetration

Amount Added Each Year

At least 5,000 MW

State policies and interventions in FERC’s wholesale electricity market, deprive merchant
generators of a viable opportunity to recover their investments.
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Source: Graph: CPUC RPS Procurement Status Report Q4 2016, Conventional Gen from CEC Power Plant Data.

Energy and capacity market compensation has been low
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Potential market design/condition changes associated with higher
penetrations of renewables
• Capacity compensation may become more important relative to energy/AS compensation.
Consequently, important to
– Enforce locational requirements
– Measure and reward capacity accurately, especially capacity associated with
renewables
– Flexible forward capacity products?
• Intermittent renewables may cause or require changes to other markets
– More variable energy prices reward flexible resources
– Additional reserves/AS?
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Enforce locational requirements in capacity markets

• Out-of-market entry has generally assured surpluses and low prices
• Some specific areas are not oversupplied, but not all locational requirements are
enforced in the bilateral RA market, so prices never rise to support the continued
operation of resources that are critical to local reliability
• As the economic viability of resources that are critical to local reliability has been
threatened, increased reliance on non-market mechanisms
• Calpine is in the process of negotiating RMR contracts for three different plants
– Cost-of-service compensation
– Costs socialized to all load
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Solar capacity counting
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Flexible capacity

• California introduced a flexible capacity product to address large ramps associated with
solar
– Need based on largest 3-hour system net load ramp
– Resources count to the extent that they are able to ramp over three hours
• Product is not working
– 30 GW of supply chasing ~10 GW of demand, so no premium and hasn’t really changed
what capacity resources are procured
– No connection between forward capacity procurement and actual operations
• Flexible capacity resources are not actually used to meet ramps
• Flexible capacity resources are not necessarily available to meet ramps
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Flexible capacity product poorly targeted
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Volatile energy prices change operations/reward flexibility
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It still gets hot and the sun doesn’t always shine
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Additional AS/reserve products?

• Trouble with ramps in actual operations.
• Insufficient or insufficiently fast capacity or insufficient capacity committed?
• More resources could be committed by specifying additional reserves
• Tradeoff between renewable curtailments associated with additional unit commitments
and reliability?
• Flexible capacity product more narrowly focused on very fast resources with low
minimum loads?
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